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JR Pandy, Pandys Garden Center
I can not believe fall is here

already. Our evening sunsets are
starting to be earlier and earlier
each day. Pumpkins and corn-
stalks for fall decorating have
arrived and mums are starting to
pop with color. That’s the signals
around a garden center that au-
tumn is knocking on our door.

As I write this, it’s 80 degrees
and not very fall like. It seems the
warmer temperatures will con-
tinue for awhile with a cool down
to start as soon as next week. Who
knows? If you watch three differ-
ent forecasts, you’ll get three dif-
ferent predictions.

At any rate, now’s the BEST
time to plant. Fall is for planting
and fertilizing. Plants can produce
up to 60% of their root growth in
the next weeks. Cooler evenings
slow top growth and warmer soils
allow roots to flourish. Stronger
roots mean a better, healthier
plant.

Fall
Frenzy

Sale!

Fall
Frenzy

Sale!

• Bushes
• Trees
• Shrubs
• Perennials
• Roses

NOW
20% OFF
(Original Pricing)

Pandy’s Premier Garden Center
41600 Griswold Rd. • Elyria 440-324-4314

www.pandysgardencenter.com
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 9-5 • Sun. 11-4

MeMber
cleveland

CONCRETE LEVELING

WE PUMP IT UP!
COUPON

COUPON

$2500 OFF
Any Job $250

or more
Offer expires September 30, 2018.
Not valid with any other special.

$5000 OFF
Any Job $750

or more
Offer expires October 31, 2018.
Not valid with any other special.

FREE Estimates
• driveways
• Sidewalks
• Patios
• Garages
• Steps
• Slab Homes
all Types of
concrete

• commercial &
Industrial Uses

Common
Applications

SAVE 50%-70% Off
Replacement Co$t

440-327-0101
Guaranteed, Bonded & Insured

It’s as easy as 1-2-3
Small hole is drilled into
sunken concrete

A-1 pumping solution is
pumped below concrete

1

2

3 After concrete has leveled,
hole is sealed off

Fall arrives and now it’s time to plant (and decorate)
It’s time to fertilize that lawn

with a fall fertilizer such as Ferti-
lome’s Lawn Food plus Iron.

A feeding now and again in early
October will strengthen the lawn
like no other feeding. Hard to kill
weeds such as clover, ground ivy
and creeping charlie should be
sprayed now with Bonide brand
‘Weed Beater Ultra” or Fertilome
brand “Weed Free Zone”. Both
products contain carfentrazone
which is the best weed killer for
cooler temperatures. Add some
spreader sticker to the mix and
you’ll get 10 times better results.
Clover has created a shield which
repels liquids off its leaves.
Spreader sticker is kind of a glue
which adheres to the leaves allow-
ing chemical to enter the leaves
and kill nuisance weeds while al-
lowing grass to remain unharmed.

It’s also a great time to overseed
your lawn or repair bare spots.
Fall rains help reduce mainte-
nance and cooler nights slow weed

growth down so good, new seed
does not have to compete for mois-
ture and sunlight.

I love the saying, “The best time
to plant a tree was 20 years ago,
the next time is now!” Fall plant-
ings of trees and shrubs will allow
a few roots to get established be-
fore winter which in turn will al-
low them to flourish when spring
arrives. Planting a shade tree or
ornamental tree with flowers will
enhance your landscape. Less
maintenance is needed as typically
we get autumn rains. The cooler
days and nights are less stressful
on plants and they adapt easier.
Staking of trees should be done
during fall plantings just in case
we get some extreme winds. It’s a
good ounce of prevention, pound of
cure mentality.

Evergreens also transplant well
now. If your looking to create a
natural fence for privacy or block
out some neighbors with a cluster

SEE PAGE 7 >

http://www.pandysgardencenter.com
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(Family Features)
When picking a color for cabinetry, personality and

lifestyle are essential considerations. Gray and white
cabinets are options for the modern active living life-
style, whereas green and blue tones may work better
for a more eclectic existence.

Whichever way you go, colored cabinetry is more
than just a trend: it’s a design approach that is here to
stay. That’s why careful planning is necessary when
you set out to redesign the kitchen. After all, this es-
sential living space is an area where you spend plenty
of time, so it should feature visual elements and colors
you find appealing.

White kitchen cabinets have dominated the market
for many years. White cabinetry is constant, safe and
classic. However, reports from designers and data on
market buying trends are showing a slight shift in
painted cabinetry design from classic white to pops of
color.

“We know kitchen cabinetry is an ever-evolving dy-
namic, but we also believe certain trends are more
constant and everlasting,” said Angela O’Neill, direc-
tor of marketing and advertising at Wellborn Cabinet.
“We trust consumers and we believe they have spoken
and have spoken very loudly in regard to painted cabi-

Living in Color

SEE PAGE 4 >
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INSTALLS OVER EXISTING GUTTERSGutter Cover Company

440-366-0688
1-800-335-4367

Professional Leaf and Ice Protection
WHY CHOOSE US?

FREE ESTIMATES • SENIOR DISCOUNTS • VETERAN DISCOUNTS

• Smooth self-shedding design protects against pine
needles, spinners and seed pods.

• 20 years of satisfied NE Ohio customers
• Lifetime Performance Warranty
• NOT a screen or filter that can clog
• Each Installation Includes:

- Gutter Cleaning
- Resealing seams
- Tightening
- Proper slope alignment

• Tested to handle heavy rains and high winds

gutterguard1.com

$300
OFF

Your Order
(Minimum footage

required)

Heat Available for
Open Gutters &
Most Existing
Gutter Guards

netry.”
The current styling trend, reflected in

Wellborn Cabinet’s latest colors, is a
marriage of traditional and contempo-
rary finishes, materials and fabrics
equating to a classic, timeless design.
Beloved white is now making way for
trending warmer tones featuring
shades of gray, green and blue.
A Calming Effect

Letting your personality show
through with color in the kitchen
doesn’t have to mean going outland-
ishly bold. Paint hues like aqua, mint
and olive can all set the stage for a
calm, inviting atmosphere. Each of
these shades provides a mild taste of
colored cabinetry, imparting an effect
that is subtle but bold enough to make
its presence known.
Mink Gray

Exploring shades of gray is another
way to develop a unique look. Some
shades result in a calm, tranquil effect.
However, if you’re looking for a more
dominant color, an option like Mink

Gray from Wellborn Cabinet gives the
feel of a much warmer space. Minimalists
swoon over this classic yet clean gray be-
cause it isn’t overpowering, and the time-
less color adds to the transitional styling
of cabinetry.
It All Started with White

It’s true that white cabinetry set the
pace for painted cabinetry, and it’s likely
to remain a popular option for homeown-
ers. Remember, though, that not all
whites are the same and different shades
can elicit a different design motif en-
tirely. Cabinets in shades of white are en-
during and versatile, appearing in cot-
tage, traditional and even modern kitch-
ens.

Also remember that although it’s sim-
ple, there’s nothing dull about white cabi-
netry. Embrace the classic white spa-
cious kitchen in your home but take it up
a notch with brass lanterns, a round din-
ing table and fabric- covered chairs.

Find more inspiration and planning
tools to create the contemporary kitchen
of your dreams at wellborn.com.

COLOR FROM PAGE 3
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Once you’ve made the decision
to add colored cabinets to the
kitchen, there’s an obvious next
question: which color? With so
many options to choose from, you
may need to answer some basic
questions to narrow down the
field.
Bold vs. Subtle

If you’re looking for a dramatic
change, a bold approach may be
the perfect solution. Just remem-
ber that a bold space can border on
overly bold. It needs to be a color
and shade that you will continue
to enjoy over time. On the other
hand, if you’re set on adding color
but not sure something so vibrant
will do, a softer shade of that color
may offer a more subtle solution.
All Over vs. Accent

Consider whether your vision
calls for paint on all of your
kitchen cabinetry, or if you’re sim-
ply looking to create a standout
feature. A color that looks terrific

as a focal point may overwhelm if
it’s applied throughout the room,
so evaluate which of the options
you’re weighing is best suited to
the use you have in mind.
Fit Within the Home

In many homes, the design style
flows from one room to the next.
It’s important when making a
major change like colored cabinets
to understand how the new style
will fit with the rest of the house.
For example, whether it will com-
plement or contrast, and if it con-
trasts, ensure that’s the look
you’re truly going for.
Completing the Design

Another often-overlooked con-
sideration is how you’ll complete
the room once the cabinetry is in-
stalled. Think about the rest of the
woodwork, other finishes like
backsplash and flooring, and din-
ing furniture in the space. Also
consider your appliances and any
decorative items you may wish to

add. Ensure the color you’re con-
sidering will fit with the other
elements. If it doesn’t, you may
have to consider upgrading those
features to achieve a cohesive
look.

If you’re still having trouble nar-
rowing down your selection, many
designers recommend selecting an
inspiration piece and designing
the rest of the room, including the
cabinetry, to complement it.

Choose the Right Cabinet Color

Raymond plumbing, heating
& air conditioning

1351 Broadway Lorain, Ohio 44052
440-244-5584

www.raymondplumbing.com

$89 heating
maintenance

http://www.raymondplumbing.com
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Bruce Laminates LLC
Elyria, OH 44035

7862 West River Road South
Ph. 440.328.3205 Steven Bruce

With cold months approaching
many homeowners will be sealing
their windows with shrink-wrap
plastic film. The yearly project can
be daunting and very time consum-
ing. Elyria entrepreneur Jay Jerome
has come up with a solution to make
this job easier. His product is called
Raise-N-Drop, it allows you to use the
same window film, tape every year….
and you can leave that hair dryer in
the bathroom. Raise-N-Drop is made
up of thick, tear proof, crystal clear
window film that can be saved and
installed each year. You only need
to trim it once, and it doesn’t pull
the paint off frames when removing.
With Raise N Drop you slightly over
size cut the film to fit the outside pe-
rimeter of your window frame. Apply
glue to the top of the frame first then
gently press the film against the glue.
Glue the bottom of the frame and
gently pull the film truant and press
against glue. Do both sides in the
same manner. If you make a mistake
the glue at this point has a low tack
and the film can be re-positioned
unlike double faced tapes. Wait four

hours then shrink the film with a
hair dryer. Then you can cut the film
to precisely fit your frame. In fall
reapply the glue back onto the lower
portion of the frame, lower the film
then press back onto your frame to
reseal. In spring apply two small dots
of glue to the two top corners on the
film face push, raise the bottom of the
film above your operating window
and press the film to the glue dots.
Thumb tacks or push pins could be
used to secure the film as well. The
slight residue of the invisible glue
on the lower portion of your frame
can be easily removed with warm
water on a cloth. Jerome designed
the windows because he was tired of
purchasing heat shrink window fill
kits year and all the time it takes to
do such a project. Jerome believes
this product can help save energy
and lower heating bills.

The product is available online
on his website Raise-n-drop.home-
steadcloud.com. Jerome is looking
to get the product to bigger retail
outlets. You can call Jay 440-366-
6962 to order as well.

Winterize your windows with Raise-N-Drop

Stop buying window film kitS every SeaSon!

• Glue sticks instead of very hard to remove double
faced tapes

• Glue washes off with mere water, tapes remove paint
• Releasable glue allows bottom half of film to be
raised above your operating window in spring.

• Re-apply glue and lower film in fall
• Farrrrrrrrr easier to install film then when using tapes

48”x15’ film + (2) glue sticks
enough for (3) windows up to

60” each in length.
this is heat shrink film.

Patent Pending

elyria, oHio
Jerent98@windstream.net

RevolutionaRy design uses

trim it once.
Film remains permanently on your window frame

(1) Package contains:

jeRome enteRPRise llc

This is a permanent window film which can
be raised without being removed

www.Raise-n-drop.homesteadcloud.com • 440-366-6962

mailto:Jerent98@windstream.net
http://www.Raise-n-drop.homesteadcloud.com
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What Makes a Good Gutter Cover?
With all the different products available for gutter

protection, most homeowners want to know which product
works the best and can be installed at a reasonable price.
Here are some helpful tips about what to look for when
choosing a gutter cover and who to call to install it.

A good gutter cover needs to perform in certain areas
in order to be successful:

#1 - Keep out debris like small leaves, needles,
spinners, seed pods, and roof shingle grit.

#2 - Handle heavy amounts of rainwater
without overflowing.

#3 - Must be wind resistant and strong enough not
to “cave-in” under heavy snow loads.

#4 - Must not require any trips up the ladder to
maintain performance.

#5 - Cannot have vertical openings like screens or
filters that can clog easily.

Hiring the right company to install the cover correctly
is very important. Try calling a company that’s focused on
gutter protection only. This way you can feel confident that
all of their time is being dedicated to the task at hand. The
Gutter Cover Company has a proven track record of success
and should be the 1st phone call on every homeowner’s list.

The Gutter Cover Company has been installing Gutter
Topper in Northeast Ohio for almost twenty years now.

They’re a family owned local business that uses there own
people who are properly trained to install their products.
With an obsessive attention to details and professionalism,
they have an A+ BBB rating and excellent Angie’s list and
Home Advisor reviews.

Gutter Topper is proudly manufactured right here
in Ohio and made for Ohio weather. It is a smooth, solid
aluminum cover that has no holes or gaps on top. A sloped
self-shedding design, prevents spinners, pine needles,
shingle grit, or seed

pods from clogging the gutter.

• Independent product Testing by PRI Asphalt
Technologies showed that Gutter Topper can handle
heavy downpours up to 22” of rain per hour and
110mph winds.

• A Lifetime Transferable performance warranty
gives you confidence that the gutters will remain
free-flowing.

Gutter Topper can be installed over the existing gutters
and each installation includes cleaning, tightening, re-
sealing, and properly aligning your gutters. New seamless
gutters are also available.

The Gutter Cover Company also offers a safe and
effective way to stop big icicles and ice damming. This
is NOT the old fashioned zig-zag roof wires. An optional
add-on product called Heater Cap can be installed with

or without Gutter Topper which gently heats the gutter
area with a self-regulated heat cable. An aluminum plate
then covers the cable which protects it, hides it, and helps
spread the heat to a larger area. Controls are even located
inside the warmth of your home. Heater Cap is perfect for
problem areas like doorways or areas that have a history
of water back-up. It can also be installed on most existing
gutter covers.

“Our staff at The Gutter Cover Company has the
knowledge and experience to solve your gutter problems
once and for all. We would like to have an opportunity
to show you what makes our products stand above the
competition. Because we are a local business, and all of
us are from Northeast Ohio, we treat our customers like
neighbors. Our free estimates are punctual and professional,
yet friendly and casual.”

Mike Shanks- Owner/ Gutter Cover Company.

Schedule a free estimate by Oct 31, 2018 and
receive a $300.00 discount on the purchase of either
Gutter Topper or Heater Cap by mentioning this offer.

Additional discounts are available for Seniors and Veterans.

Call Today 440-366-0688 or 1-800-335-4367
View short videos of Gutter Topper and Heater Cap at

www.gutterguard1.com

of three pines or spruce, now’s the
time to plan and get it done.

Keep in mind, watering is still
needed for all newly planted trees
and shrubs. Once a week, a deep
watering should be given to plants.
A deep soaking is what they need.
Continue this through mid Novem-
ber or longer if Indian summer en-
sues. Of course if we get a nice 1/2
day rain, then you can reset your
watering schedule to one week
from that day. Check soils around
root balls for moisture levels and
water when needed. Keep in mind
you can drown and overwater a
plant with too many waterings
very easily. This is why a once a
week deep soaking is crucial. This
allows plant to dry out for a bit.

Fertilizing your trees and shrubs
with Espoma brand Holly-tone,
plant-tone or tree-tone now will
help plants recover from the stress
of this hot summer. Just a hand-
ful around the drip lines of your
plants will really help them green

up and ward off insects. Bugs don’t
like healthy, well fed plants.

As for insects, prepare for stink
bugs and asian lady beetles enter-
ing the home through cracks and
crevices. These nuisance pests
will be looking for shelter as cool
nights arrive. A spray of Bonide
eight around windows or doors
will help deter these pests. Ants
seem to be on the move now as
well. A barrier of home defense or
bonide’s household pest control
sprinkled or sprayed around the
foundation will stop them from
entering your home.

Spiders also seem to be out in
full force. Miss muffet’s spider
killer seems to work very well.
This spray kills and prevents spi-
ders for a long time. I have heard
many positive reviews about this
product.

Don’t forget to spray your indoor
plants with triple action and add
some systemic granules to the soil
before you bring them into the

house. This will clean them from
pests which like to hide on the un-
derside of leaves and in soil over
the winter months.

If you have mildew on your sid-
ing, roof or sidewalk, spray with
wet and forget now. This product
activates every time it rains and
will eliminate green algae or mil-
dew for up to 6 months. It really
works well and I highly recom-
mend this product.

Now that fall has arrived, that
means winter is around the cor-
ner....plant now that new perenni-
al bed or add fall color with some
mums. Decorate your home violas
and pansies. Add a straw bale
or two, some corn stalks, and of
course pumpkins. The latest trend
I am seeing is stacking pumpkins
of different colors on top of each
other. Gnarly contorted twisted
gourds of all colors are a pretty
cool decorating addition as well.
Stop out and see what’s new this
week. Keep planting....

TIME TO PLANT FROM PAGE 2

http://www.gutterguard1.com
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